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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
02/12/2021 

     

Question #1 : extend the closing date to 17/01/2022 

Answer: The closing date is extended until 10/01/2022. 

  

Question #2: regarding the team structure needed (page 70 of the tender), proposition to add an 

architect in the team structure  

Answer: The bidders can indeed propose an architect under the “Structural/Design Engineer” category as 

mentionned in the ToRs: 

“-    Bachelor’s degree in engineering or architecture as a minimum, Master’s degree would be an asset;” 

  

Question #3: is the qualification for the team leader to have experience in East Africa or Somalia 

comparable to experience in South Sudan?  

Answer: As per the ToRs, prior experience is better, but not exclusive. More points will be given to prior 

experience in South Sudan though. Cf page 24 “It is preferable for all candidates to have experience 

working in South Sudan or at least East Africa.” 

  

Question #4: please confirm that the bachelor degree is sufficient and being an architect is treated 

as equivalent (p24). As there is a contradiction between p24 & p70, we recommend this position to 

be an architect, minimum qualification BA, certification in Project Management and experience in 

East Africa or Somalia. The reminder of the qualification is ok. 

Answer: On this, the master degrees get more points than bachelor degree as per ToR. Cf page 24 

“Bachelor’s degree in engineering or architecture as a minimum, Master’s degree would be an asset;”.  

We do confirm the following “Bachelor’s degree in engineering or architecture as a minimum, Master’s 

degree would be an asset” 

  

Question #5: you are missing electrical/mechanical/plumbing/fire engineering as a key component 

necessary for the facilities you intend to implement.  

It is up to the bidders to detail the various profiles needed with associated costs. 


